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27 November 2000

Greg Schollurn
Chief Financial Officer
The Wellington Regional Council
Level 5
The Regional Council Centre
Wellington

Dear Greg,

Re: Shelly Bay

Our last report to you on Shelly Bay was dated 26 July 2000

Background

That report was appended to your report PE 00.579 of 28 July to addressed to the Policy and
Finance Committee. The Policy and Finance committee resolved to approve your
recommendations on 3 August, copy appended (No. 1).

The Joint Regional Council and NZ Defence Proposal

Further discussions were held between NZ Defence, City Council and ourselves. These
discussions resulted in an agreement to move part of the road to the east. This movement ensured
that the impact of road reserve on the slipway structure was minimised, thus ensuring its ability to
continue to function into the future with certainty. In effect the movement of the road was absorbed
by NZ Defence which will now receive less land from the City Council.

A joint NZ Defence and Regional Council proposal was then placed before the City Council dated
11 September 2000, copy appended (No. 2). The essence of the joint proposal was that the City
Council was offered every item that the City Council officers had nominated that they required. It
proposed:

1. The City Council would have transferred to it at nil consideration all the land comprising the
formed road, (being 12 metres wide), plus additional land to provide a road reserve 17 to 20
metres wide to cater for future enhancement.

2. The City would become owner at nil consideration of the majority of the land between the road
and the foreshore. The only exception would be that area occupied by the slipway and adjoining
building and wharf structures.

3. The City would have vested in it at nil consideration a right of way 5 metres wide, catering for
public access to the foreshore and wharf structures from the legal road.

4. The present formed road and the seawall  would pass to City Council ownership at
consideration.
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5. NZ Defence would grant to the City Council the sum of $50,000 to cover all identified future
maintenance issues related to the seawall.

6. In return the City Council would close the present portions of the legal road which are not
formed. Part, 1,322 square metres would transfer to Regional Council ownership and part,
10,000 square metres, would transfer to NZ Defence. NZ Defence will meet the cost of the road
closure.

7. There will be an imbalance in the land areas to be exchanged. The City Council will receive
some 1,247 square metres less than Regional Council / NZ Defence. It has been agreed
between officers that this is compensated for by the value of the seawall,  the road formation and
sealing.

The Wellington City Council Reaction

At this point, all City Council staff supported the proposal presented. All City Council demands
nominated had been met. The Officers report was placed before the City Council Transport and
Infrastructure Committee on Friday 3 November 2000, copy appended (No. 3). While we were not
present, we understand that the officers verbally endorsed the report and supported the
recommendations.

The City Council Transport and Infrastructure Committee resolved:

1. That the Committee recommends that Council agree to legalisation of the existing formed road
alignment allowing for a 17 to 20 metre road reserve.

2. That the Committee recommends that Council agree the stopping of the existing unformed legal
road.

3. That the Committee recommends that Council agree to receive the compensation of $50K from
Defence for the remedial work on the existing seawall.

4. That the Committee recommends that Council negotiate appropriate compensation from
Defence for any imbalance of worth being transferred, to be agreed by Council before title is
finally passed. This may be allocation of additional land for public recreational use, on either
side of the road reserve, rather than monetary compensation, or both.

5. That officers report back on progress on agreement with NZDF, and other relevant parties by
the March 2001 committee round.

6. That the Committee requests officers to report back by the March 2001 committee round on:

(a) That land valuations, including the gain in value to NZDF of moving the legal road;

(b) The development intentions of NZDF, if they have any specific intentions;

(c) The potential impact of development on roading use and particularly on the peninsula road
as a recreational route;

(d) The potential for a useable  reserve area within Shelly Bay

Noted:

I. Councillor foster requested that his dissenting vote against recommendations 1 - 3 be
recorded.
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2. The Committee added recommendations 4 - 6 to the recommendations given in the officer’s
report.

Actions Post the Wellington City Council Resolution

To date we have not received any communication from the City Council other than one phone call.
We understand that the City Council officers have ordered valuations of all the various parcels
involved in the proposal. We understand that it is then intended that the City Council will seek
equality of exchange based on those assessments. Until the valuations arrive there is no way of
knowing the outcome. NZ Defence will insist on the balancing exercise taking into account the
values of the seawall  and road formation assets,

Potential Solution

Because the problem has yet to be defined, it is too early to determine definite solutions. However,
we have considered the possible solutions so that we can be ready to react when the City Council
calls to convene the next meeting. We believe that one of the best solutions is to place into City
Council ownership all the land between the road and the wharf structures to the north end of the
buildings together with the small area immediately to the south of the slipway. Both areas would
have to transfer as road to cover the issues of access to the remaining Regional Council / NZ
Defence holding. Transfer of these areas to the City Council would comprise a logical extension of
what has been proposed to date and would certainly enhance the public ownership and access
position.

The Slipway  - A Short Term Proposal

A group, organised through Bill Brambleby of international Ship Brokers NZ Ltd, has formed to try
and ensure the continued existence of the Shelly Bay slipway.  This was detailed in our previous
report and did have the support of the office of the Deputy Prime Minister. Mr Brambleby has
advised that it is desirable that the slipway be available, in the short term, to act as an emergency
backup to assist with the overhaul of the boats which will visit Wellington in January and February
2001 as part of the BT Global Challenge. It is planned to lift boats out of the water with the Hikitia
but an emergency backup is desirable.

Mr Brambleby advises that the Shelly Bay slipway can be made operational almost immediately
and at limited cost of some $5,000. We propose therefore that the Council positively supports Mr
Brambleby’s request that the slipway be made available as an emergency backup during January
and February 2001 specifically for use in conjunction with the B T Global Challenge.

NZ defence  is still the controller of the land occupied by the slipway.  We propose, with Council
support, to encourage NZ Defence to grant short term use of the slipway for the first part of 2001
without compromising the best long term use and solution.

We trust that this comprises an adequate interim update report.

Yours sincerely

O’Brien Property Consultancy Limited.
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PUBLIC  EXCLUDED
File: CF0/22/1/5

Report PE 00.579

Policy and Finance Committee
Wellington Regional Council

Minute extract from meetings held on 3 August 2000

Shelly Bay Update

Recommendation

(1) That the report be received and the contents noted.

Resolved to Recommend

(2) That Council:

(a) agree to vary its contract with NZDF to facilitate transfer from NZDF to
WCC, for road reserve purposes, those parts of Section 89 Watts
Peninsula District shown coloured yellow and orange on the attached
plan, subject to WCC transferring to WRC ownership an area
equivalent to the orange areas to the east of the formed road, which is
presently legal road to be closed and which immediately adjoins the
WRC residual holding.

(b) agree, at the request of DoC, to NZDF vesting as reserve in the WCC
Section 90 and Watts Peninsula District shown coloured green on the
attached plan together with the vesting in WCC as reserve for the
purpose of public access part Section 89 Watts Peninsula District
shown coloured blue on the attached plan.

(4 agree to the disposal of its eventual residual landward  side land holding
in conjunction with the NZDF land.
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(d) agree, at the request of DoC, to enter into an exchange of land being the
transfer from WRC of its land holding at Matiu Island to DoC, subject
to a lease back to protect the continued presence of the lighthouse
structure, in exchange for the transfer from DoC of the land taken as
foreshore reserve at Shelly Bay to WRC.

(e) agree to work with NZDF to devise a strategy to dispose of the
remainder WRC seaward side land, shown red on the attached plan,
with such strategy to have regard to the wider public interest, a
commercial balance and to be subject to further report back as options
evolve.

(9 a p p r o v e  t h e  affiiing - o f  t h e  Ceuucil’s c o m m o n .  s e a l  t o  t h e
documentation.
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Floor 4
15 Courtenay Place

Wellington

Consultancy (04) 801 8951 or 025 521390
Management (04) 801 8952 or 025 521391

Facsimile (04) 801 8953

WITHOUT PREJUDICE

Dear Jack,

Re: Shelly Bay

Further to our discussionsof 07 August 2000, 31 August and with reference to the ongoing liaison in
respect of a wide range of issues connected with Shelly Bay.

This  letter confirms that the Wellington Regional Council (WRC)  and New Zealand Defence  Force
(NZDF) have held a number of meetings to discuss and endeavour to meet all of the nominated
requirements of the Wellington City Council (WCC) for the resolution of roading and property issues
at Shelly Bay.

WRC and NZDF have each resolved to agree a proposal which is believed to meet all WCC
requests and requirements. That proposal is now being placed before the WCC, seeking its
approval and agreement.

The issues that WCC has nominated as requiring resolution are:

1. The present formed road at 12 metres width is inadequate and a road reserve of 17 to 20
metres width should be provided. This includes the existing formed road. This exceeds the
1983 agreement which only provided for the legalisation of the formed road.

2. WCC seeks to have the additional land for road reseme  to be transferred to it at nil
consideration.

3. The unformed portion of the legal road, which is to be transferred to NZDF, is larger in area than
the land required for legal road (formed road plus adjoining reserve to cater for the future). The
WCC seek compensation to address the imbalance.

4. The seawall  has been identified, by WCC engineering consultants, as requiring an upgrade to
bring it up to a standard suitable for the WCC to assume ownership and responsibility. WCC
has asked NZDF to meet the $120,000 cost of the upgrade. Estimates of cost are an immediate
need for $23,000, a further S45,OOO  at 2005 and some $50,000 at 2020.

NZDF and WRC propose that these issues will be addressed by:

I. That the NZDF will transfer all the land required by the WCC as legal road, being 17 to 20
metres wide and including the present formed road, to WCC at nil consideration.
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2. In return, the WCC will close the unformed portions of the legal road, where it falls outside the
new legal road area and, in exchange, transfer to NZDF and WRC all of that land at nil
consideration.

3. WCC to recognise  that the present formed road and seawall  has value and that the ownership
of those assets will pass to the WCC on transfer of the land at nil consideration.

4. NZDF to transfer to the ownership of WCC Section 90 Watts Peninsula District as reserve at nil
consideration.

5. NZDF to transfer to the ownership of WCC, as reserve, part Section 89 Watts Peninsula District
being a five (5) metre wide strip which will run from the (new) legal road to the wharf structures
to ensure public access to the water front is protected. This transfer to be at nil consideration.

6. NZDF to grant to the WCC the sum of $50,000 to be utilised for the upgrade of the seawall  to a
standard acceptable to the WCC.

To achieve this joint position, NZDF and WRC have agreed to vary their contractual relationship
arising from the December 1983 agreement.

NZDF and WRC have resolved:

a) Some 1,290 square metres (subject to survey) of WRC land, to the land ward side of the formed
road, which is in excess of the formed road and shown orange on the attached plan, will transfer
to the WCC as road by way of exchange.

b) An as yet to be specified by survey area of WRC land to the seaward side of the formed road,
which is in excess of the formed road and shown orange on the attached plan, will transfer to the
WCC as road at nil consideration.

c) The formed road on WRC  land, shown yellow on the attached plan, as per the 1983 agreement,
will transfer to the WCC as road at nil consideration.

d) Two areas of NZDF land shown coloured green on the attached plan, being part formed and
part unformed road will transfer to the WCC as road by way of exchange.

e) Section 90 Watts Peninsula District, being WRC land shown coloured green on the attached
plan, will transfer to the WCC as reserve at nil consideration.

f) Part of Section 89 Watts peninsula District, being WRC land shown coloured blue on the
attached plan, will transfer to the WCC as reserve at nil consideration.

g) WCC to agree to an area of the legal road to be closed being transferred to the WRC which is of
an equivalent area, some 1,290 square metres, to that provided under (a) above. That land will
immediately adjoin the WRC residual holding and will provide WRC with the quid pro quo for the
landward  side of the formed road area to be transferred to WCC. This will create an equality of
exchange.

h) WCC to agree to transfer to NZDF all areas of road to be closed, excepting the 1,290 square
metres to be transferred to WRC. This will create an equality of exchange for the receipt of land
for road and road reserve, the road formation and the seawall.

i) WCC agrees to take all actions necessary to expeditiously vest as legal road the land
transferred to WCC from WRC and NZDF.

0 Page2
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j) WCC agrees to take all actions necessary to expeditiously close all those areas of the current
legal road, which are outside the area required for the new legal road, and to transfer that
residual land to NZDF and WRC.

The above actions are viewed as being phase one of a two phase project. If WCC agrees to the
above proposal, it is envisaged that NZDF and WRC will jointly proceed to dispose of the land to the
landward  side of the formed road. The land will either be land-banked for Treaty Settlements or
disposed of on the open market if no Treaty Settlement requirement is nominated.

Phase two will require WRC and NZDF to carefully evaluate the best options for the future use of
the wharfs, slipway and adjoining commercial structure. Considerable interest has been expressed
in the future of this facility with a strong emphasis on its retention as a regional asset. The issues
involved are not simple and it is intended to proceed cautiously. You will be aware that on
disposition of Crown owned land, there is a requirement for a foreshore reserve to be created.
Discussions with Department of Conservation have resulted in an agreement which will see:

l no need for a foreshore reserve where the coast interfaces with legal road,

. a need for a foreshore reserve to the slipway land but with the provision of the 5 metre public
accessway and a land exchange with WRC land on Matiu Island, DoC will agree to reduce the
foreshore reserve requirement down to an absolute minimum.

The wharfs, slipway and adjoining commercial structure should therefore remain available for
restoration and future commercial use. Representations have been made to the Deputy Prime
Minister in his role as Minister of Regional Development. There is a political will at national and
regional level to see the facility restored and used commercially. This is viewed as supporting and
assisting the local fishing and maritime industries, providing a base for employment and
opportunities for trainees. We assume that these will also be goals which the Wellington City
Council will consider desirable. It may also be an opportunity for the industries dislocated from
Evans Bay to be relocated and preserved.

We ask that you seek confirmation from the various divisions that all of the City Council
requirements are met by the above proposal. If all requirements are met, we ask that you seek the
necessary Wellington City Council approval to have the proposal ratified. Once City Council
approval is held, it will be appropriate for a formal agreement to be drawn up for execution by WCC,
NZDF and WRC. We look forward to hearing from you so that we can proceed to the drafting of an
agreement stage.

Please advise if you require any further information

Yours sincerely

O’Brien Property Consultancy Limited.

Peter O’Brien

l Page 3

New Zealand Defence  Force

Guy Simpson
Manager, Property Rationalisation
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1. TH-4 T the Committee recommends that Council agree to legalisation  of the existing formed road
alignment allowingfor  a I7-20 metre  road reserve.

7-. THAT the Committee recommends that Council aOgree  the stopping of the existing unformed legal
road

3. THAT the Committee recommends that  Council agree to receive the compensation of SSOKfiom
Defence for the remedial work on the existing seawall.

4. THAT the Committee recommends that Council negotiate appropriate compensation from
Defence for any imbalance of worth being transfmred,  to be agreed by Council before title is
finally passed This may be allocation of additional land for pu blic recreational use, on either side
of the road reserve, rather than monetary compensation, or both

5. THAT officers report back on progress on agreement with NZDF, and other relwant  parties by the
March 2001 committee round

6. THAT the Committee requests ofJicers  to report back by the March 2001 committee round on:

(a) The land valuations, including the gain in value to NZDF of moving the legal
road;

(b) The development intentions of NZDF, tfthey have any specific intentions;

(c) The potential impact of development on roading use andparticularly on the
peninsula road as a recreational route;

(d) The potential for a usable reserve area within Shelly Bay.

NOTED:

1. Councillor Foster requested that his dissenting vote against recommendations 1 - 3 be ~

recorded

3 The Committee added recommendations 4 - 6 to the recommendations given in the-.
officer’s report.
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FRIDAY 3 NOVEMBER 2000

9.15AM

Committee Room One
Ground Floor, Council Offices

101 Wakefield Street

MEMBERS:

Mayor Blumsky
Counciilors Hutchings  (Chair)

Armstrong
Foster
Parkin
Pepperell
Siers
Varnham

NON VOTING MEMBERS:

Wellington Regional Councillor McQueen
Wellington Regional Councillor MacDavitt
A Representative from Wellington Tenths Trust
A Representative from Ngati Toa Rangatira

(Quorum  3 members)

Have your say!
You can make a short presentation to the Councillors at this meeting.
working day before the meeting.

Please let us know by noon the
You can do this either by phoning 8013486, faxing 807  3020, e-mail:

publicparticioafion Qwcc.aovt.nz  or writing to Democratic Services, Wellington City Council, PO BOX

2199, Wellington, giving your name, phone number and the issue you would like to talk about.

Adele Gibson
Committee Adviser
Democratic Services
Ph: 801 3346
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1. PURPOSE OF REPORT

To legalise the existing road, which currently nms across NZ Defence Force land at
Shelly Bay, and stop the legal unformed road.

This is a rationalisation exercise of roading requirements at Shelly Bay at no cost to
Council. It will enable the NZ Defence Force, who currently own the land at Shelly
Bay, to dispose of this land.

2. RECOMMENDATIONS

1. TEAT the Committee recommends that Council agree to legalisation of the
existing formed road alignment aIIowing for a I7-20 men-e road reserve.

3-. THAT the Committee recommends that Council agree the stopping of the
existing unformed legal road.

3. THAT the Committee recommends that Council agree to receive the
compensation of $SOKfiom Defence for the remedial work on the existing
seawall.

3. STRATEGIC FIT

This proposal is consistent with the following Strategic Fit outcome statements, in the
2000/01 Draft Annual  Plan:

8. Transport
8.1 Transport effectiveness

A well planned/comprehensive transport network supports a compact and
highly liveable city where people move about easily and safely.

8.2 Transport sustainability
Transport soIuti0n.s  ensure the wise use of resources and caterfor the long-
term needs of the community.

4. ANNUAL PLAN PROJECT REFERENCE

The road alignment at Shelly Bay is not an annual plan project as it is being
transferred at no cost to Council.

2
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The aceeprancr  of this road f?oxn  Defence will mean that the road becomes Camil’s,
at RO cost to Council. However, alI mainxnance  and/or capital works me to be lnec by
Council in the hrure.

A sum of $50,000 covers the full obligation of fuw-e  costs (O- 10 years, Nett pr: seat
Vaiued ova the pexiod)  for rhe repairs to the seawall  adjacem  TO the rod. This  :;um
was determined by an independent inspection by Tonkin  and Taylor, Envirox~~~~ear;~
& E3&neering  Corm&am.

Road re alignment may be necessary in the future as redevelopment procerds  in h:
area but this would be at the developers cost.

To enable the exisdng  legal paper road M be transferred  to Defence it will need n be
%opped”. This will be carried out by Defense  at their cost. Council’s legal  co:ss
will  cover the ratification of The  agreement and checks  of the documentation on.l~r,
estimated to be $5,000.

In the fimre, the road from Miramr to ShelIy  Bay may need M be upgraded  if SbeUy
Bay is developed. That possibly has not been considenzd  ~JI this repon. Tb,is
improvement may need to be a shared cost with developers once development
proposals are known.

6. TREATY OF WAITANGI  IMPLICATIONS

This, apart from what is m~entiy legal road, is ownmI  by Defence and vc3.l  be tlr:awl
in accordance with Treaty issues and Govemment  policy.

7. CONSULTATION

Extensive consultation with NZDF,  Wellington Regional Council (WRC) and
Deparunenr  of Conservation @oC>  has resulted in the proposal to be rabied. WIZC:  is
involved because NZDF entered into an agreemeat  to return the foreshmt  area il’
NZDF disposes of the land. The proposal involves alteration of the esplanade rer ewe
therefore  DoC is also involved. Au discussions have been on a three-way basis,
NZDF,  WRC and WCC.

Imrml consultation has been carried out with Reading  and Traffic, Urbzln  Design
and Disuict  Plan Team

AI parties have been consulted and support  the proposal.

8 .  MONfTORlNG

The responsibility for monitoring the road in the furure wiU be assign&  w be
Council’s roading and traffic section. All negodations  have been can&~ out in
conjunction  witi the road@ and traffic  >Saff.

3
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The NZDF has owned a considerable amount of property in the Watts Peninsula /
Shelly Bay area since 1886 and is now in the process of disposal of the Shelly Bay
land.

The Council and NZDF were negotiating in the early 1980’s to legalise the existing
road and to stop the legal road. This is reflected in an exchange of considerable
correspondence between Crown and WCC but no action to legalise the road has
occurred. At that time, the intention was that the land owned by Defence was to be
used for defence purposes only.

We have been in discussion with NZDF and the WRC since 1997 on these two
roading issues but have not previously been able to reach agreement. During this time
the NZDF made application for a zone change from defence purposes to residential
for the Shelly Bay area.

An Environment Court decision on the 19* August 1999 determined the use of the
area to be rezoned as Shelly Bay Suburban Centre. They stated that:

“(In Shelly Bay the Continuation of Shelly Bay Road will be providedfor by
legalising the existing formed road generally along its existing alignment and
stopping the existing unformed legal road”.

This decision proposed a design guide for the area, which assumes the existing road
will be legalised.

In line with this and what had previously been agreed, we have endeavoured to
negotiate an appropriate resolution to this ongoing issue. Following meetings on the
7* and 3 lSf of August 2000, WRC, represented by O’Brien Property Consultants and
the NZDF, have signed a joint letter dated 11 September 2000 (refer Appendix B).
This letter covers all the issues we have raised as a group and sets out proposed
solutions. In summary:

1. The present formed road being 12 metres in width is to have provision for a width
of 17 to 20 metres being road carriage-way and road reserve over its entire length,
transferred to the WCC at nil value.

2. In return the WCC will allow the closing of the unformed portions of the legal
road, where it falls outside the new legal road area and, in exchange, transfer to
NZDF and W’RC  all of that land at nil value.

3. The NZDF are to transfer the ownership of Section 90, Watts Peninsula District,
to WCC as reserve at nil consideration.

4. NZDF to transfer to the ownership of WCC, as reserve, part section 89 Watts
Peninsula District being a five (5) metre wide strip which will run from the legal
road to the wharf structures to ensure public access to the water front is protected.
This will be transferred at nil consideration. This was a requirement of DoC that
this become esplanade reserve.

5. NZDF to grant to the WCC the sum of $50,000 for the upgrading of the seawall
to WCC’s standard.

4
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6. The WCC accept the closure of the legal road, not urilised  by the WMJ~  IKV
road. This  land is to transfer to WRC and NZDF in consideration tbr land taken
f?om both  parties.

7. Once Council approves the above issues a formal agreement is to be drawn up for
execution by the parties.

The proposed chaxrges  are detailed on the attached colowed  plan (refer Apper$ix  A)
and will be explained wly at the meeting. It should also be noted that NZDF and
WRC support this proposal.

We have some provisional areas of exchange only at this rime (refer Appendix C).

10. DISCUSSION

10.1 The purpose of This report is rationalisation  at mini&  cost rather than at
Commercial advanragee. We need to make the existing road legal to faci inire
opening up of the Shelly Bay area

10.2 The seaward side of the formed road has still to be determined by NZlX sld
WRC including the wharves. WCC at this stage will not be part of the
discussions to determine best use of this land. Noting, we have a de-s@  guide
for the area

10.3 The land areas are indicative at this stage and are subject to final survq and
measure. We are working through the issues of compensation if any, once
approval of rhe proposal is accepted (formed road / Legal road).

10.4 WCC will not have any involvemem  with the land on the i&nd side of hht:
new road. This will  be dealt  with  by the WRC and NZDF.

10.5 The WCC will control the foreshore, thus ensuring continual access by the
public. This will include carparking  areas along tie roure.

11. CONCLUSION

The existing Shelly  Bay road was to be transferred intO  Council owne&ip  in I!%3
but it has taken all this time to resolve. The environment Court in its recent decision
agreed this road should be legahsed  in accordance with the design criteria for the inti.
Despite the history of this area and the agreements reached the solution propoxd
works for WCC.

We ask that  this agreement between the parties be ratified by CounciI  to allow  cne
exchange to occur.

Report prepared by: Jack Lyons
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11 September 2000

Jack Lyons
Team Leader Special Projects
The Wellington City Council
P 0 Box 2199
Wellington

WITHOUT PREJUDICE

Dear Jack,

Re: Shelly Bay

Further to our discussionsof 07 August 2000, 31 August and with reference to the ongoing liaison in
respect of a wide range of issues connected with Shelly Bay.

This letter confirms that the Wellington Regional Cour$  (WRC)  and New Zealand Defence  Force
(NZDF) have held a number of meetings to discuss and endeavour to meet all of the nominated
requirements of the Wellington CiQ Council (WCC) for the resolution of roading and property issues
at Shelly Bay.

WRC and NZDF have each resolved to agree a proposal which is believed to meet all W’CC
requests and requirements. That proposal is now being placed before the WCC, seeking its

approval and agreement.

The issues that WCC has nominated as requiring resolution are:

1. Tne present formed road at 12 metres width is inadequate and a road reserve of 17 to 20
meires width should be provided. This includes the existing formed road. This exceeds the
1983 agreement which only provided for the legalisation of the formed road.

2. WCC seeks to have the additional land for road reserve to be transferred to it at nil

consideration.

3. T.h.e  ~lnFzr.med  @or!  of the 1~24 rozd,  which is to be transferred to NZDF, is larger in area than
the land required for legal road (formed road plus adjoining reseme  to cater for the future). Tine

WCC seek compensation to address the imbalance.

4. The seawall  has been identified, by WCC engineering consultants, as requiring an upgrade to
bring it up to a standard suitable for the WCC to assume ownership and responsibility. WCC
has asked NZDF to meet the $120,000 cost of ti?e upgrade. Estimates of cost are an immediate
need for $23,000, a further $45,000 at 2005 and some $50,000 at 2020.

NZDF and WRC propose that these issues will be addressed by:

1. That the NZDF will transfer all the land required by the WCC as legal road, being 17 to 20
metres  wide and including the present formed road, to WCC at nil consideration.

7
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In retllmL  tr,e WCC  will  &sa fie unfon7-M  Portions  of the legal  road,  where  A falls  omia  2 the
nm legal road  area  and* in exchange,  Ra-&er to NZDF  and WRC  all  of that  land  ,gt nil

cons;deratiOn-

wcc tcl rec-gnise  that tne Present  formed  road  and seawall  has vaiue anu that the omaEt,ip
of viose  asSet~  W;JJ pass 10 the WCC on UaHar of tne land at nil consideration.

NzDF  tO mnsfer  to the ownership  of VVCC Se~Gon 90 Watts Peninsula  Distfict as reserve at nil

cQnsideratiOn-

MDF m Q-anSfef  to the vwner+P 9’ wcc,  as reserve.  Part SectiOn  89 Watt.s PehinSuja  C’iStrjct
being a five (5) mew we stnP which Mf run frwn me (new)  legal  road to the wharf s~pur~~
D enare pubbc access  to the *a& front fs Protected.  This transfer  t0 be at ni( o3nsiderah  3.

NZDF b gmnt to tne WC the suns  of ?WOOO  to be utiked for the upgrade  of ahs Seawall  to a
sranaard  acc+Qble  to Ihe WCC.

NZDF anq WC Slave  resaJved

a) SOme  1 p0 Square  17T%es  (subject  ” SumeY)  of WRC land, CO tfle land  ward  siae ofthe farm6.d
road,  whi& is in excess  Of Ole forrneo  road and  shown  orange on the anached  plan, Will &rlsf,2f
to me wan a~ road  br way of exchange.

b) An as yet fo De SPecifid by suw@Y area Of WRC Iand to me seaward  side of Ihe formed iX,l,
wfijch  ,s in excssS of the formed  road and shown  Orange  on the attached plan,  will  l.mnsfer  tc, we
WCC af road at nil consideration-

c> tie formed  road  On WC land.  shown  Yeflow  on Re attached plan, as per the 1983 agrerrient,
wviu liansfer to the WCC as road  at nfi cOnsideration.

d) ~~~ areas  of NZDF Iand Shown  wcured green on the atmhed  plan. being  pan formd  and
pafl  unfamed  road  will transfer  to the WCC as road by way of exchange.

@I Ssciion  90 warn  Penirlsuia District.  being  WRC land  Shown  caloured  green  on the aa.:h@d
fer f~ tne WCC as reserve at nil consideration.plan. Will tE3W

pan of SectIon  89 Vms  peninsula  DisW being  WRC land shown  coloured  blue  or, me
arzched  plan, wl~~  transfer to the WCC as reserve at nil consideration.

9) WCC to agree  10 an -area  of the f%lal  road  to be close!a  being tfmSfe~2d  IO me bqc which  s ‘,f

an equiv212nt  area, SQme  1,290  square  meR% to Ulat provided under  (a) abov?. That Ian{; w,[,

imrneaiarely  adl-oin the WFiC residual  holding  and wifl  provide WFX with the quid Pro +o for th2
Ian&a&  side of the formed  rosa area to be transferred  to WCC TnrS will  create  an equalily clf
exchange.

h) WCC to agree to tfmsfer  to NZDF alJ areas  of road fo be closed.  excepting VI? 1,290 sqLlanz
merres to be transferred  to MC. Thfs, wl creak an equality  of exchange  for tne receipt  of I3n,;f
for road  and road reserve.  the roaa formation  and the  seawall.

i) WCC agrees to faKe ‘It  actions  necessav  10 exp%!ltXh@  Vest aS ]egsl  road me 13ntj

rransferred  lo WCC  from WRC  and MDF

a
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j) WCC agrees to take all actions necessary to expeditiously close all those areas of the current
legal road, which are outside the area required for the new legal road, and to transfer that
residual land to NZDF and WRC.

The above actions are viewed as being phase one of a two phase project. If WCC agrees to the
above proposal, it is envisaged that NZDF and WRC will jointly proceed to dispose of the land to the
landward  side of the formed road. The land will either be land-banked for Treaty SettJements  or
disposed of on the open market if no Treaty Settlement requirement is nominated.

Phase two will require WRC and NZDF to carefully evaluate the best options for the future use of
the wharfs, slipway and adjoining commercial structure. Considerable interest has been expressed
in the future of this facility with a strong emphasis on its retention as a regional asset The issues
involved are not simple and it is intended to proceed cautiously. You will be aware that on
disposition of Crown owned land, there is a requirement for a foreshore reserve to be created.
Discussions with Department of Conservation have resulted in an agreement which will see:

l no need for a foreshore reserve where the coast interfaces with legal road,

l a need for a foreshore reserve to the slipway land but with the provision of the 5 metre public
accessway and a land exchange with WRC land on Matiu Island, DoC  will agree to reduce the
foreshore reserve requirement down to an absolute minimum.

The wharfs, slipway and adjoining commercial structure should therefore remain available for
restoration and future commercial use. Representations have been made to the Deputy Prime
Minister in his role as Minister of Regional Development. There is a political will at national and
regional level to see the facility restored and used commercially. This is viewed as supporting and
assisting the local fishing and maritime industries, providing a base for employment and
opportunities for trainees. We assume that these will also be goals which the Wellington City
Council will consider desirable. It may also be an opportunity for the industries dislocated from

_ Evans Bay to be relocated and preserved.

We ask that you seek confirmation from the various divisions that all of the City Council
requirements are met by the above proposal. If all requirements are met, we ask that you seek the
necessary Wellington City Council approval to have the proposal ratified. Once Ciiy Council
approval is held, it will be appropriate for a formal agreement to be drawn up for execution by WCC,
NZDF and WK. We look forward to hearing from you so that we can proceed to the drafting of an
agieement stage.

Please advise if you require any further information.

Yours sincerely

/”

.. Peter O’Brien

Consultancy Limited,

.
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New Zealand Deftnce Force

Guy S?mpson
Manager, Prop&]  Raiionalisation
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Land Areas to be Exchanged

New Wellington City Council road 0.8157Ha

Defence to release for new road i.h 0.0835Ha

Area released from WRCYDefence  land to WCC (Esplanade Reserve)

Area released from WRUDefence  for WCC (Reserve)

Total

0.0476Ha

0.0607Ha

1.0075Ha

Legal road to be released to WRC & Defence 1.1322Ha

Difference 0.1247Ha
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